
Pre-Conference Focus Day: The Future Of CX 
Monday 19th November 2018

12:30 REGISTRATION, WELCOME REFRESHMENTS AND EARLY INTRODUCTIONS

13:00 OUR CUSTOMER OBSESSION CULTURAL CHANGE JOURNEY 
I Having our customers’ end-2-end experience as the common denominator across the organisation 
I Providing omni-channel customer meeting across all touch points 
I A targeted digital transformation strategy to aid: customer understanding, design-thinking,  
 service design, online sales & service, UX, product ownership, E-commerce and customer academy 
Ninoush Habashian, VP and Head of Customer Experience, Sweden, Telia Company

13:45 INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION GROUP: What does it mean to futureproof your 
Customer Experience? 
“Futureproofing” your CX strategies is on everyone’s mind and the concept is pretty straightforward: 
How do we create a strategy that is going to be sustainable in the long run for your organisation and 
your customers? Let’s deep dive into what it actually means to futureproof your CX and what that 
entails.
Breaking into small working groups of 4-5 people, you’ll have the chance to discuss what you will need 
to consider to ensure your CX is “futureproofed” – including looking at the stages of your customer 
journey, as well as how your internal processes are aligned to ensure both short and long-term 
success. Following this discussion, a nominated spokesperson from each table will present your 
findings to the audience, allowing everyone to benefit from the discussions taking place.

14:15 AFTERNOON BREAK

14:45 WORKSHOP: DEVELOP YOUR COMPANY SKILLS TO DELIVER A SOLID CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
What does it take to create an outstanding customer experience? It is not achieved over night; it is 
not a one-off project or having someone always focused on fixing the daily issues in customer 
interactions. Reaching a solid customer experience is a journey of transformation over time. It is often 
a challenging job to lead this transformation and requires a diverse company skillset. Highlighting this 
internally and focusing on developing your skills will speed up your transformation and put your CX 
ahead of others. 
In the workshop we will explore: 
I The CX skillset you, as a company, should develop to reach your CX vision 
I Ways to assess the status of your company’s present skills  
I How to improve your CX skillset and next steps in practice to move your company to the next 

phase of maturity
Who is this for? No matter if you are the Chief Customer Officer or a Customer Experience manager, or 
simply an advocate in this or any other area within your business, you will get a better understanding 
of how to develop and further your CX skills and the importance of doing so. 
About your workshop leader - Katrin Berg:
Customer Experience beats price and product! Customer Experience is essential for a company’s 
long-term competitiveness and profitability. I truly believe in the connection between engaged 
employees, an outstanding customer experience and a prosperous and innovative business. I set 
up the customer experience program in PostNord Group and right now releasing a book on how to 
develop your company skill set to deliver a solid customer experience. The book is based on interviews 
with a number of successful Swedish companies. CX involves all employees, all functions of a company 
and its constant development. I learn every day, that is why I love it.   

17:15 CLOSE OF PRE-CONFERENCE FOCUS DAY – SEE YOU TOMORROW! 
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Conference Day One
Tuesday 20th November 2018

08:15 REGISTRATION, WELCOME REFRESHMENTS AND EARLY INTRODUCTIONS 

09:00 CHAIR’S WELCOME 
Camilla Moberg, Customer Experience Strategist, Effectly

09:15 ICEBREAKER BRAINWEAVE: WHY IS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE KEY TO BUSINESS SUCCESS? 
I What sets apart a good customer experience from an outstanding customer experience? 
I What are the most important things to consider when transitioning your business to be  
 customer focused? 
I How do we move CX to the heart of the businesses culture? 
I What is one most important thing you have learnt whilst working within CX?  
Form groups of 4 and work through the questions. At the end, each group will share their 
discussion with the audience.

09:45 NORDEA’S VIRTUAL ASSISTANT ‘NOVA’: THE BEGINNING OF AN AI ECOSYSTEM 
A case study on utilising the latest AI and analytics innovation in the finance industry in order 
to improve customer service and advice solutions.  
I Using intelligent automation for increasing CSI and reducing costs 
I The impact of Nova on the employee experience and the customer experience  
I What’s next? Being brave in the face of an automated future 
Anna Metsäranta, Head of Automated Remote Customer Experience, Nordea

10:15 LOOKING TO THE FUTURE OF CX 
I Bridging the gap to maximise customer experience  
I Recognising the parallels between the customer journey and the employee journey 
I Humans vs AI/automation in the future customer service 
I Futureproofing your employee skillset to deliver an effortless customer experience 
Skúli Skúlason, Managing Director, Customer Service, Reykjavik Energy

10:45 MORNING BREAK

11:15 WINDOW OR AISLE: WHY WE SHOULD LOVE THE MIDDLE SEAT 
Marianne Køien Paulsen, Director, Customer Experience Management, Confirmit

11:45 HELSINKI AIRPORT PX STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
Competition between airports is strongly increasing and Helsinki Airport’s strategy is to be the leading 
transfer Airport in Northern Europe. Helsinki Airport is expanding to serve over 30 million passengers 
year 2030 and passenger experience is one of the key drivers for the growth strategy.
Timo Järvelä from Helsinki Airport will highlight CX strategy and daily implementation in development 
of one of the best airport experiences.
I Turning customer insight into action 
I Implementation of more intelligent processes to guarantee a smooth CX 
I CX strategy targets for investment decisions
Timo Järvelä, VP, Passenger Experience & Processes, Finavia Corporation - Helsinki Airport
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12:15 DISCUSSION GROUPS: In small groups, your roundtable leader will introduce the topic and facilitate 
a 45 minute discussion around one of the below challenges. At the end of the session the roundtable 
leader from each group will feed back to the audience to ensure everyone gains the insights on offer.

CX 2025: WHERE SHOULD 
WE FOCUS OUR EFFORTS?
Jussi Leskinen, Director 
Customer Experience 
Management And Operations,  
Lindström Group

SELECTING THE 
RIGHT PARTNERS: 

CREATING AND 
SUSTAINING 
A FRUITFUL 

RELATIONSHIP

HOW WELL DO 
YOU KNOW YOUR 

CUSTOMERS? 
MAPPING FOR  

THE FUTURE

COMBINING 
PERSONALITY WITH 

TECHNOLOGY: 
WHAT DOES THE 

PERFECT BALANCE 
LOOK LIKE?

EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT  

AND THE FUTURE 
OF THE FRONTLINE 

ADDRESSING CUSTOMER 
COMPLAINTS: HOW CAN 
WE CAN UTILISE DIFFERENT 
CHANNELS TO AID THE 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE?
Magnus Cohen, Director of 
Customer Service and Customer 
Logistics, Arla Foods

WHAT DO OUR 
CUSTOMERS’ WANT AND 
HOW CAN WE DELIVER IT?
Simon Skoog, Nordics 
Manager, Customer 
Experience, Uber

13:15 NETWORKING LUNCH

14:15 CO-CREATING CX WITH YOUR CUSTOMERS: CASE FLOWABILITY WASHROOM 
A case study of implementing the common practices of co-creation and the journey  
of developing your services according to your customers’ real time needs.  
I The co-creation process and things to take into account 
I Development work with the customers and the lessons we learnt 
I Creating CX through IoT and RFID technologies  
I The impact on customer satisfaction and operational efficiency 
Jussi Leskinen, Director, Customer Experience Management & Operations, Lindström Group

14:45 INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION GROUPS  
Selecting two topics of discussion, which lie closest to your organisation’s current requirements,  
you will have the opportunity to spend 30 minutes on each topic, with like-minded peers offering 
fresh insight and ideas to help you overcome your most pressing  challenges.  

15:45 AFTERNOON BREAK

16:15 DESIGNING YOUR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
I In-house service design and the use of design for developing your business 
I Enabling a culture of innovation within your organisation  
I Design agencies vs in-house design  
I Finding new growth opportunities through customer centricity  
Jussi Mantere, Head of Customer Experience & Design, Kesko 

16:45 FIRESIDE CHAT: COMBINING HUMAN AND MACHINE TO PERSONALISE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
During this session, James Alexander, Decisioning Director at Sky, will discuss the journey Sky have  
gone through in implementing a more personalised customer journey as well as interact with the 
audience about their own experiences. Consider what questions you may want to ask in advance 
to get the most out of this session!  
I Why should we personalise? The benefits are potentially massive, but delivering on that potential 

is difficult – how has Sky achieved this by getting our approach & set up right?
I There is so much excitement about AI and pressure to deploy – at Sky we deployed a pragmatic 

approach to combine human led and machine led intelligence to get the most out of both routes 
and deliver quick results.

I It’s easier if your company is digitally native, but most of us have legacy communications channels 
– how has Sky aligned personalisation across old and new age communications?

James Alexander, Decisioning Director, Sky

17:15 CHAIR’S CLOSING REMARKS

17:30 NETWORKING DRINKS RECEPTION
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Conference Day Two
Wednesday 22nd November 2018 <!-- Generator: Adobe 

08:30 REGISTRATION AND WELCOME REFRESHMENTS

09:15 CHAIR’S REMARKS AND INTERACTIVE REFLECTION ON KEY LEARNINGS  
Each attendee will introduce themselves to one person whom they haven’t spoken to before and share 
the key learnings from the conference so far, as well as final questions they would like to be addressed 
before conference close. 
Camilla Moberg, Customer Experience Strategist, Effectly

09:30 USING STORES AS “EXPERIENCE CENTRES” 
How do KICKS utilise their stores as an opportunity for CX improvement through increasing customer 
engagement and personalisation online and offline? 
I Identifying Millennials’ and Generation Z as a key demographic for growth 
I Understanding their behaviour patterns and preferences to deliver an experience in store which  
 is paralleled to the digital space 
I The importance of  personnel in differentiating yourself in the competitive market 
I Driving traffic to stores and online through instore events, classes, influencer meet ups and 
 seeing the results in ROI and customer retention 
Gina Azaric, Nordic CMO, KICKS

10:00 A SHIFT TOWARDS INNOVATION 
Hear how Stora Enso are building a new innovation strategy to add customer value and build market 
differentiators. 
I Development of new service and product offerings and customer-centric services that provide 
 positive impact to our customers’ business 
I Designing the new innovation organization, as well as the new product management organization 
I Recruiting talents to drive execution globally 
I Building the new innovation management system, pipeline development, and sharing of best 
 practices across the different  
I A shift towards a stronger customer innovation culture 
Björn Thunström, SVP, Marketing & Innovation, Stora Enso

10:30 MORNING BREAK

11:00 THE TECH FACTOR 
With so many tech innovations on the market, it is crucial that you challenge their impact on your 
service delivery, budget and customer experience – are they worth your time and investment?
Take part in live polling throughout this session to ask the questions you haven’t time to ask to ensure 
you make informed decisions on your next investment.
The 4 solution providers will give you a 10 minutes introduction to what they offer to solve your 
customers’ pain points and open up the floor for challenges. 

11:45 OVERCOMING ORGANISATIONAL SILOS TO ENSURE CUSTOMER INSIGHT IS AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF YOUR WHOLE BUSINESS 
I Building an organisational structure  to aid customer centricity and actioning insight 
I Involving employees to ensure customer insight is at the centre of all our employees minds 
I Examples of changes we have made through insight and the impact they have made on 
 employees and customers 
I How we, as a local business, utilise customer insight to grow and compete against global players 
Jim Ankare, Head of Consumer Sales &  Marketing, SF Studios

12:15 OVERCOMING THE CHALLENGES OF CX WITHIN A LUXURY PRODUCT SPHERE 
I Challenges of CX at a global level  
I How does CX differentiate in the luxury market and how to live up to the expectations? 
I Enhancing customer experience in ecommerce and retail industry  
Will Lockie, Global Head of Ecommerce, Georg Jensen
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12:45 NETWORKING LUNCH

13:45 IMPROVING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY THROUGH EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 
Experience personalisation is something that associates with customer insight and data in the current 
digital world, however employees at the forefront of customer interactions play one of the biggest 
roles is creating and consolidating experiences for your customers. Employee engagement is an area 
that has had the best effect on CX for ISS, where they were able to combine the physical and digital 
tools to truly cater to their customers’ needs. 
I A “low-tech” approach to customer experience and thriving in the digital world  
I Building customer journeys based on human experiences  
I Supporting the frontline staff to skills to deliver the best possible service every day 
I Looking into the future: transition to data led CX – data protection regulations and other  
 things to consider  
Jesper Ekman-Nielsen, Customer Director, ISS Facility Services

14:15 SCENARIO CHALLENGES: CONSIDER THE APPROPRIATE USE OF AUTOMATION  
AND ITS CHALLENGES 
In small groups consider the below scenarios and challenges associated, nominate a spokesperson to 
summarise your work at the end of the session to the audience. 
I Impact of automation on customer experience – utilising it in process driven functions and/or as a 
 customer facing tool 
I Consider the impact of automation on employees and how to mitigate the potential negative 
 reception  
I Getting senior level buy in to implement automation 

15:00 AFTERNOON BREAK – LAST CHANCE TO ASK YOUR PEERS, SPEAKER FACULTY 
AND SOLUTION PROVIDERS YOUR QUESTIONS!

15:30 LEVERAGING DIGITAL TOOLS TO IMPROVE EFFICENCY, ALLOW TRANSPARENCY AND 
ENCOURAGE TRUST FROM THE FIRST INTERACTION  
Infinite online booking options have made the pre-packaged travel a vulnerable sector, prone to 
decline in the eyes of the travel community. How did Albatros Travel buck this trend and achieved the 
best result to date through enhancing their customer experience?  
I Leveraging customer journey mapping, digital tools and user-generated content to stimulate 
 customer loyalty and boost sales 
I Analysing customer touch points to identify areas for improvement 
I Combining service design with customer data 
Thomas Stack, Head of Customer Experience, Albatros Travel

16:00 CLOSING REMARKS AND GROUP DISCUSSION: BALANCING AUTOMATION AND HUMANITY 
IN THE NEW DIGITAL ERA OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
Use what you have learns in the past few days to bring together both sides of customer experience 
– tech innovation and human understanding, psychology and compassion of customer interactions.
Brainstorm the answer to one of the most important questions for Nordic CX: How do we take on  
the automation of customer communication and customer insight processes, whilst making our 
customers AND employees cared for? How do we create high-touch human experiences in the rise 
of technology? 

16:30 CHAIR’S CLOSING REMARKS & CONFERENCE CLOSE
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